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Well another year nearly at an end as we near
moving into 2020 which will mark the 40th Anniversary
of our Submariners Group from SOCA Derby in 1980
thru’ to DS in 2020. It will also be the 50th Anniversary
on 31 July of the historic stopping of the Tot, both
events we hope to celebrate and commemorate in a
suitable manner? Hopefully something of interest for
your Yuletide reading as 2019 comes to a close. We
have Christmas Lunch and Renewal of memberships
in December and remember without your responses
it is difficult to know your desires of which direction
DS Takes. I wish all members of DS a Happy and
enjoyable Christmas. Those serving members who
may be away on patrol are in our thoughts, as well as
those serving CASD or Duty Watch at sea over the
festive period and the New Year whether Submariner
or Skimmer of any Navy.

DS BIRTHDAYS 2019
5 Dec 19

Jonty Powis

2 Jan 20

Dan Simmonds

DS
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A POSITIVE THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH

It matters Not if the Wine Glass is
Half empty or Half full,
Clearly there’s Room for More!

Terry Hall
The Trade Journal Newsletter Editor
Hon. Sec/Treasurer, Derbyshire Submariners’
Derby.Submariners@yahoo.co.uk
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WELFARE MATTERS

ClearScore and Noddle can all provide you with a copy.
If you spot anything suspicious, make sure your report
it as soon as possible. If you have been affected by a
data breach that leaked your personal or financial
details, monitor your credit file and bank accounts
regularly for any unusual activity. An identity protection
service such as ProtectMyID monitors your Experian
credit report and alerts you by email or SMS to
potentially fraudulent activity. If its fraud, a dedicated
caseworker will help you resolve everything.
6. Destroy and preferably shred receipts with your card
details on and post with your name and address on.
Identity fraudsters don’t need much information in order
to be able to clone your identity.

Although fraud and
cybercrime come in
many forms, there are
some simple steps you
can take to protect
yourself.
1. Do not give any personal information (name,
address, bank details, email or phone number) to
organisations or people before verifying their
credentials. Always question unsolicited calls, texts or
emails requesting your personal or financial information
(name, address, bank details, email or phone number).
Instead, contact the company directly using a known
email or phone number.

7. If you receive bills, invoices or receipts for things that
you haven’t bought, or financial institutions you don’t
normally deal with or contact you about outstanding
debts, take action. Your identity may have been stolen.
Stay in control, destroy your receipts and posts with you
name on. If you receive a bill, invoice, or receipts for
things you haven’t brought or normally deal with, take
action. Your identity may have been stolen.

2. Make sure your computer has up-to-date anti-virus
software and a firewall installed. Ensure your browser
is set to the highest level of security and monitoring to
prevent malware issues and computer crimes. Always
install the latest software and app updates on all of your
devices. Protect your email account with a strong,
separate
password
and
enable
two-factor
authentication (2FA) where possible. Installing, or
enabling, antivirus software on your laptops and
computers will protect them from viruses and hackers.

8. Be extremely wary of post, phone calls or emails
offering your business deals out of the blue. If an offer
seems too good to be true, it probably is. Always
question it. Listen to your instincts and be wary of
unsolicited calls, emails or online ads offering deals that
sound too good to be true. Genuine banks, or other
trusted organisations, won't pressure you into making a
financial transaction, if something feels wrong then it's
usually right to question it.

3. Many frauds start with a phishing email. Remember
that banks and financial institutions will not send you an
email asking you to click on a link and confirm your bank
details. Do not trust such emails, even if they look
genuine. You can always call your bank using the
phone number on a genuine piece of correspondence,
website (typed directly into the address bar) or the
phone book to check if you’re not sure. Never
automatically click on a link in an unexpected email or
text. Remember, email addresses and phone numbers
can be spoofed, so don't use those as a means to verify
that a message or call is authentic. The best way to get
in touch with a company is to use a known email or
phone number, such as the one on the back of your
bank card.

9. If you have been a victim of fraud, be aware of fraud
recovery fraud. This is when fraudsters pretend to be a
lawyer or a law enforcement officer and tell you they can
help you recover the money you’ve already lost.
10. If you need advice about fraud or cyber-crime get in
contact
Action
Fraud
0300
123
2040
https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/ Message Sent By
Carole Woodall, (Police, Comms Admin,
Derbyshire)

4. Sign-up to Verified by Visa or MasterCard Secure
Code whenever you are given the option while
shopping online. This involves you registering a
password with your card company and adds an
additional layer of security to online transactions with
signed-up retailers. Layer up your protection. When
shopping online, always check the web address to
make sure you are on the correct site and sign-up to
Verified by Visa or MasterCard Secure Code whenever
you are given the option.

Veterans Advisory Pension Committee (VAPC)
The VAPC is an advisory non-departmental body and
made up of volunteers. There are 13 regional
committees across England, NI, Scotland and Wales.
The committees look at local
problems being encountered by
veterans and families. They also
discuss the latest information as
put forward by Parliament, Vets
UK, RBL etc, and relate it to their
regions. Annual recruitment is
open now, so look at VAPC web site and find out if there
is a group near you and start applying. You can contact
VAPC by the following methods:
Email and telephone: Email veterans-uk@mod.uk
Free helpline telephone: UK only: 0808 1914 2 18
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/vapceast-midland-nhs-organisations

5. You should regularly get a copy of your credit file and
check it for entries you don’t recognise. Callcredit,
Equifax and Experian can all provide your credit file. An
identity protection service such as ProtectMyID
monitors your Experian credit report and alerts you by
email or SMS to potentially fraudulent activity. If it's
fraud, a dedicated caseworker will help you resolve
everything. You should regularly get a copy of your
credit file. Callcredit, Equifax, Experian,
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UNPOLITICALLY CORRECT PAGES

The Value of a Catholic Education and a #2B
pencil. Little Susie was not the best student in
Catholic School. Usually she slept through the
class. One day her teacher, a Nun, called on her
while she was sleeping. ‘Tell me Susie, who created
the universe?' When Susie didn't stir, little Johnny
who was her friend sitting behind her, took his pencil
and jabbed her in the rear. 'God Almighty!' shouted
Susie. The Nun said, 'Very good' and continued
teaching her class. A little later the Nun asked
Susie, 'Who is our Lord and Saviour?' But Susie
didn't stir from her slumber. Once again, Johnny
came to her rescue and stuck her in the butt. 'Jesus
Christ!!!' shouted Susie. And the Nun once again
said, 'Very good,' and Susie fell back asleep. The
Nun asked her a third question... 'What did Eve say
to Adam after she had her twenty-third child?' Again,
Johnny came to the rescue. This time Susie jumped
up and shouted, 'If you stick that damn thing in me
one more time, I'll break it in half!' The nun
fainted. It was pure speculation and hear-say that
Little Susie grew up, left the Convent and became a
Jenny Wren.

Editor: I acknowledge the first four items are from the
excellent Courage NL of the War Widows Assn (UK) of
which the Autumn/Winter 2019 edition is their 100th
Edition so BZ to them
My Boomerang. After a visit to Australia many years
ago I can’t quite remember how to throw a boomerang
– then it came back to me.
Benefits of a Good Vocabulary! I recently called an
old Engineering buddy of mine and asked what he was
working on these days? He replied that he was working
on ‘Aqua-thermal treatment of ceramics, aluminium and
steel under a constrained environment.’
I was
impressed until, upon further inquiry, I learned that he
was washing dishes with hot water under his wife’s
supervision.
A Fact of Life. When you get a bladder infection you
know urine trouble
Why English is Hard to Learn. We’ll begin with box;
the plural is boxes; But the plural of ox is oxen, not oxes,
One fowl is a goose, and two are called geese, Yet the
plural of moose is never called meese. You can find a
lone mouse or a house full of mice; But the plural of
house is houses not hice. The plural of man is always
men, But the plural of pan is never pen. If I speak of a
foot, and you show me two feet, and if I give you a book,
would a pair be a beek? If one is a tooth and a whole
set are teeth, why shouldn’t’[t two booths be balled
beeth? If the singular’s this and the plural is these,
should the plural of kiss be ever called keese? We
speak of a brother and also of brethren, but though we
say mother, we nether say methren. When the
masculine pronouns are he, his, and him; Just imagine
the feminine; she, shis and shim! James Donovan

I’m Starting to be Careful about Drink Driving now
Christmas isn’t far away. In fact, last night I left my
car at the pub and took the bus home. I’m quite
proud of myself, I’d never driven a bus before.
The Teacher said to little Johnny, ‘Can you tell me
the name of the three great kings who have brought
happiness and peace into people’s lives? Little
Johnny answered; Drink King, Smo King, and Bon
King.
Christmas Crackers Why did no one bid for Rudolf
and Blitzen on eBay?
Because they were Two Deer.
What did Santa do when he went Speed Dating?
He pulled a Cracker
Why is it Getting Harder to buy Advent Calendars?
Because their days are numbered

The Strangest man in the village was the old Chief
Petty Officer Gunner who lived near the church. He
confessed to the vicar that he thought the reason for his
longevity was that every morning at 11am he sprinkled
gunpowder in his Tot of Pussers Rum. He was in his
nineties when he died. He left a widow and three sons;
and a large crater where the crematorium used to
stand!

Santa Was Angry. It was Xmas Eve and nothing
was going right. The elves were complaining about
not getting paid overtime. The reindeer had been
drinking all afternoon and the sleigh was broken and
failed its MOT. Santa was furious. ‘I can’t believe
it’ he yells. I’ve got to deliver millions of presents all
over the world in just a few hours; all of my reindeer
are drunk; the elves are on strike and I don’t even
have a Christmas tree that I sent that stupid little
angel to find several hours ago! What am I going to
do?’ Just then, the little angel opens the front door
and steps in from the snowy night, dragging a
Christmas tree. ‘Oi fatty!’ she says. ‘Where do you
want me to stick this?’ And thus, the tradition of
angels atop the Christmas trees came to pass

A Recent Study showed that out of 2,293,618,367
people, 95% are too lazy to actually read that number.
Hopefully, not a case with DS Members with their
newsletter?
If There had been Three Wise Women. They would
have asked for directions. They would have been on
time. They would have assisted with the birth. They
would have cleaned the stable. They would have
brought more practical gifts such as disposable
nappies!

Christmas is Weird. What other time of the year
do you sit in front of a dead tree and eat sweets and
chocolates out of your socks?
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Our Younger Days A small group of young
submariners were on a run ashore down at their local,
and were reminiscing about their younger days., and
one said, ‘I was just out of school when I met up with
this girl. She was two or three years older than me,
but we seemed to hit it off, and often met up. On this
occasion, on a beautiful summer's day, we decided
to go for a walk on the hills behind the town. ‘We
stopped for a breather and sat on the grass. I laid
back and was just dozing off, when I felt her hand on
my flies.
Now, at his time, I was young,
inexperienced, naïve and didn't know what to do. I
tell you, mates, I felt a right tit.’ He paused, sipped
his beer, and went on, ‘Then I felt a left one, and I
haven't looked back since’.

Should Have Gone to Spec Savers

WHEN SENSE OF HUMOUR PREVAILED
This dit on modern Medicine was originally shown on
BBC TV back in the 1970's with Ronnie Barker
saying it all without a snigger, or smile. Though it was
not divulged after how many takes? The irony is the
BBC never received one complaint. The speed of
delivery must have been too much for the whining
herds. Try getting through it without converting the
spoonerisms (and not smiling or bursting into
laughter) as you read

Just for Christmas Did you hear about Santa and his
reindeer landing on top of an outside loo? Santa
hollered ‘No, no, Rudolph, I said the Schmidt house’.
Should Have Gone to Spec Savers

Modern Medicine
In Pharmacology, all drugs have two names, a trade
name and generic name. For example, the trade
name of Panadol also has a generic name of
Paracetamol. Amoxil is also call Amoxicillin and
Nurofen is also called Ibuprofen. The FDA has been
looking for a generic name for Viagra. After careful
consideration by a team of government experts, it
recently announced that it has settled on the generic
name of Mycoxafloppin. Also considered were
Mycoxafailin, Mydixadrupin, Mydixarizin, Dixafix, and
of course, Ibepokin. Pfizer Corp. announced today
that Viagra will soon be available in liquid form, and
will be marketed by Pepsi Cola as a power beverage
suitable for use as a mixer. It will now be possible for
a man to literally pour himself a stiff one. Obviously,
we can no longer call this a soft drink, and it gives
new meaning to the names of 'cocktails', 'highballs'
and just a good old-fashioned 'stiff drink'. Pepsi will
market the new concoction by the name of: Mount &
Do. Thought for the day: There is more money being
spent on breast implants and Viagra today than on
Alzheimer's research. This means that by 2040,
there should be a large elderly population with perky
Boobs and huge erections, and absolutely no
recollection of what to do with them

How did Mary and Joseph know that Jesus was 7lb
6oz when he was born? They had a weigh in a
manger.

Must be Sea Dogs?

Swine Flu I Thought I had swine flu as I had come
out in rashers, so I phoned the NHS help line but all I
got was crackling!!
The Three Stages of Man; He believes in Santa
Claus. He doesn’t believe in Santa Clause. He is
Santa Clause. Happy Christmas Everyone.

A Short Bedtime Story
Once upon a time, One day, long, long long, ago,
there lived a woman who did not whine, nag, or
bitch. But it was a long time ago,
and it was just that one day. The End

What is the most popular Xmas Wine?
I don’t like Brussels OR Sprouts!
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JEFF BACON © CARTOONS

CEREMONIAL & DS STANDARD LOG 2019
‘Lest We Forget’
Date
Event
10 Jan Funeral Efford Plymouth Harry Leggatt
12 Jan HMS Truculent Svc, Chatham, Kent
18 Jan Funeral Mansfield Crem George Rossiter
25 Jan Funeral Markeaton Crem Geoff Pugh
25 Jan Funeral Markeaton Cr Len Owen FAAA
31 Jan Funeral DonM All Saints Church Markeaton
31 Jan Markeaton Committal Don Marshal RNA
23 Apr St Georges Day Flag Raising & Wreath
26 Apr Eric Nadin FoS&DD Markeaton Crem
02 May Funeral Derek Hull RM Aston onTrent Crem
09 May Funeral Jack Hart RM Burton on Trent Crem
17 May FNA AGM AGM Weekend Bournmouth NP
07 Jun Funeral Bramcote Jack Winstanley DS
24 Jun AFD Flag Raising Council Hse Derby
09 July Fun Maurice Kilminster WSF Markeaton
10 July Fun John Preston Ton Manchester Crem
13 Jul
Wellington Bomber Meml Svc Stanley
08 Aug Funeral Jean Slater DS Ass Memb NP
09 Aug Funl Bramcote Les Kibble D-Day RN
12 Aug Funl Dy Cathedral Kieth Horner Burmar*
31 Aug 75th Anny Stirling Bomber StantonbyDale
03 Sep Merchant Navy Day Derby Market Place
09 Sep WWII Plaques Dedication West Hallam
30 Sep LAC James Burrows RAF Borrowash Church
30 Sep Spondon Cemetery, Stoney Lane Internmt
04 Oct Keith Webster RBL Bramcote Crem
18 Oct Traf Memorial & Oak Tree Dedication on
18 Oct Cathedral Green, Derby
18 Oct DS Trafalgar Dinner, Hallmark Derby NP
26 Oct RBL Ilk Festival of Remembrance PM
30 Oct Children’s Poppy X Laying Stanley Church
01 Nov Derby Grange Lodge Rememb Service
05 Nov Park Rd Cem Ilk 125 Child Poppy lay Svc
05 Nov Kirk Hallam Churchyard Schools Rem Svc
05 Nov New Stanton Rd Cemetery Service PM
06 Nov Chadd Pk Children’s Svc 8 Schools
07 Nov Bernard Quinlan SA BoT Funl 12am
St Pauls, Rugeley thence Stile Cop Cem’y
07 Nov Brian Webster Ganges Std Ilk Christ
08 Nov Church, Internment Park Cemetery Pg
08 Nov Derby Railway Memorial Service Derby
10 Nov Remembrance Day Derby Market Pl
11 Nov ERA John Brooks C16 16/4/1917 Service
11 Nov Sig Charles Buttle C25 6/7/1918 Service
11 Nov Soldiers Corner Rem Svc Chaddesden
11 Nov Wreath Laying Jubilee Club (Static)

Another realistic situation especially today. No
rushing to help someone in trouble, or not until a full
photographic record on people’s mobile phone!
Incidentally a free ‘Nobby’ Hint to taking photo’s is to
say ‘Sex’ instead of Cheese. Works every time!!
THE TWO TIFFS

The Poppy. I am Not a Badge of Honour
I am not a badge of honour, I am not a racist smear,
I am not a fashion statement,
To be worn but once a year,
I am not glorification, of conflict or of war.
I am not a paper ornament, A token,
I am more.
I am a loving memory, Of a father or a son,
A permanent reminder
Of each and every one.

Veterans Hearing Fund
This fund was set up using Libra money to help veterans
with hearing difficulties which the information was passed
to me in good faith. However, after advice on this I looked
it up on the internet which showed it was administered by
the RBL and on phoning up I was advised the fund was
now closed and all hearing advice is now via the NHS
after a referral to your GP. At present this NHS Service
is free including supply and maintenance of a NHS
Hearing Aid, including free batteries.

I'm paper or enamel, I'm old or shining new,
I'm a way of saying thank you,
To every one of you.
I am a simple poppy, A Reminder to you all,
That courage faith and honour,
Will stand where heroes fall.
Paul Hunter 2014
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Technical Issues Push Back Delivery
of HMS Audacious
Forces Network 23 Oct 2019
The operational handover of HMS Audacious to the
Royal Navy has been delayed by 17 months due to
‘technical issues’ in production. The 97-metre-long,
7,400-tonne nuclear-powered submarine is the fourth
of seven vessels joining the Astute-class programme.
A MOD spokesperson said: ‘The Audacious
operational handover delay has been caused by
technical issues.’ But they said it remains committed
to delivering all seven Astute-class vessels by the
end of 2026, and that HMS Audacious ‘is expected to
commence sea trials by the end of this year.’ BAE
won the £1.2 billion contract to develop HMS
Audacious in 2012. Exactly what faults have caused
the delay could not be disclosed by the MoD, as
doing so could jeopardise security and capability.
Similar delays could now be experienced in the
delivery of HMS Anson, another Astute-class vessel,
costing £1.3 billion. Set-backs in the timings of the
delivery to the Royal Navy have not caused the
programme to overrun in costs, according to the
MOD.

Defence Secretary: Quarter of Royal Navy Ships
Cannot be Put to Sea
Forces Network News 24 Oct 2019
The Defence Secretary says the Royal Navy's fleet is
struggling to meet demands. Britain's fleet is made up
of 76 ships, but Ben Wallace says a quarter of them
cannot be put to sea. Mr Wallace was answering
questions to MPs on the Defence Select Committee.
‘If I had more of our current fleet working then I would
have much more freedom to deploy to meet some of
our ambitions and tasks,’ he said. ‘I've made it very
clear to the First Sea Lord one of my priorities is to get
what we've got working. Just three of the six Type 45
destroyers, costing £1 billion apiece, are in service.’ It
emerged this week that the operational handover of
HMS Audacious to the Royal Navy has been delayed

by 17 months due to ‘technical issues’ in its
production. It is reported maintenance is being carried
out on four of the 13 Type 23 frigates. Other issues
have challenged the senior service, staff shortages
were to blame for HMS Dauntless and HMS Lancaster
being docked for months last year. The Defence
Secretary says he wants to improve the availability of
vessels. ‘When you go the Treasury and ask for more
money, the Treasury will turn around and say, 'Well
we've given you all this money and they're not
working', it makes a harder case when you go for more
ships.’ It is understood a new system could be
followed, where deployed ships are kept in situ and
with rotating crews. New ships are set to be built in
the form of the Type 31 frigates, but the first of those
vessels are not expected to be in the water until 2023.
Meanwhile, British aircraft carrier HMS Queen
Elizabeth is currently taking part in flight trials,
although it is not due to be declared operational until
next year.

RN Fittest Tests Reduced to Two Yearly
Tom Sables Forces Network 30 Sept 2019
Personnel achieving 'very good' or 'excellent' pass
marks in their next annual Royal Navy fitness test will
then not be required to complete the tests again for
two years. Twenty-four-month fitness competency
will be granted to serving members who achieve the
top two scores across the strength and
cardiovascular tests, rather than being tested yearly.
This annual routine test for serving members closely
resembles the Pre-Royal Navy Course (PRNC),
undertaken by potential Navy recruits. The PRNC
features team and solo runs alongside bodyweight
gym tests and a variety of water-based assessments.
A RN source told Forces News that, while the new
24-month policy will be monitored, it mirrors RAF
procedures and ‘provides great incentive for serving
members to go above and beyond the required
standards. ‘Attaining a score of very good or
excellent in the RN Fitness Test demonstrates that a
routine of regular, disciplined exercise is already in
place,’ the Navy source continued, about the
reasoning behind the two-year timeframe between
tests. ‘The Navy would regard these as low-risk
personnel with regards to falling below the required
standard. ‘This will provide an incentive to do better
that will ultimately lead to higher standards.’ RN
personnel have previously completed the tests every
year, graded in relation to their age and gender.
There will be no change in procedure for those
obtaining a 'pass', 'good' or 'fail' grade band overall.
The Navy says it is adopting the new system to
‘provide an incentive to do better that will ultimately
lead to higher standards. The First Sea Lord, Admiral
Tony Radakin, recently shared a photo on social
media showing him completing his fitness test.

Russian Subs Honing Stealth Skills in N.Atlantic
Barents Observer, Guardian 29 Oct, 2019
Norwegian media are reporting that a large-scale
Russian Federation Navy (RFN) submarine exercise
began in the N. Atlantic which involves up to eight
submarines, was intended to test NATO's response
and to see how far the vessels could travel before
being detected. Undisclosed intelligence sources told
the press that eight of the 10 RFN subs deployed were
nuclear powered, and their locations were being
tracked by Norwegian and allied intelligence services.
In related news, the Borei-class (Project 955) ballistic
missile submarine Knyaz Vladimir conducted its first
trial launch of a RSM-56 Bulava submarine-launched
ballistic missile (SLBM) from the White Sea earlier this
week.
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DS TRAFALGAR DINNER
Unfortunately, enroute into Derby my phone text alarm
went off with a message I was sad to read on arrival that
one of our members who was attending the Traf Dinner
had lost his mother, and sadly would not be able to
attend the dinner that evening. I then after parking up
checked in at the hotel, parked up & made my way into
Derby for the Trafalgar Ceremonies as
reported at the end of this article. Returning
to the hotel at approx. 13:00 having
admittedly stopped off at the Brunswick Inn
to thank them for the marvellous Ton Class
IPA Bitter they had brewed for the Ton Class who had
held their AGM and reunion weekend before in Derby.
The four barrels sold out late on Sunday afternoon, and
all I spoke to enjoyed the weekend, and the Brunswick
even reserved the Tonners a room for their exclusive
use; BZ the Brunswick. The Beer Pump Design was
based on the Submariner Bitter brewed way back in
2012 for the 10th Anniversary of the Freedom of the City
of Derby to HM Submarines but with obvious changes
from an Astute Boat on the surface changed to a Ton
Class boat reminiscent to me of being on a River Class
Minesweeper in Oct 1987 in the Bay of Biscay! Working
through the afternoon implementing a quick alteration
of seating and layout I was privileged to be working with
Ricky as our maître d, who has looked after DS for
many years. The two White Ensigns flying on the roof
of the Hallmark Hotel had been hoisted the previous
weekend for the Ton Weekend with the request they
remain up for our Dinner and of course Mon 21 Oct, with
me calling on the Tues to collect them. At five, having
changed I was all ready and commenced my final
checks and went over to the Hallmark Inn where a lot
were stopping overnight to confirm everyone was
booked in and thence, I paid the invoice, as required by
our contract. The Inn is run separate to the Hotel,
despite both being Hallmark. I was also very relieved
that my next job became unnecessary as the flowers
which I was about to chase up had been delivered to
the Inn and not the hotel. Thus by 17:45hrs I was all
ready and was able to discuss the running order for the
evening with Colin and Isobel who had arrived midafternoon to help me with set up. By six DS Members
and guests began to arrive with all on site by just after
18:35hrs which is always a relief!

our invite to be guest speaker. as well as The Mayor &
Mayoress of Derby, we also welcome Julie & Rebecca
the daughter and granddaughter of Jack Winstanley but
sadly Brenda is unable to be with us. Our Derbyshire
Submariners policy is to grant Associate Membership
to the Wife or Partner of a departed member and to
Dine them out at this event. Unfortunately, Carl &
Sheila Edwards from Buxton had to cancel at short
notice this morning due to a close family bereavement.
Michael & Claire Roberts, also DS Members who we
are privileged to have with us at this our Prime Social
event for the first time. Sadly, this year as you can
observe we are down to three tables due to four
Crossing the Bar and we remember, Jack Winstanley,
a founding member of SOCA Derby back in 1980,
Carole Snowden (wife of Snowy Sheff SA) who has
attended our Traf for over ten year, Tony Pope who was
related to AB Pope who served on Holland I and V,
finally Jean Slater the wife of Ron Slater who CTB in
July. There are also missing regulars due to serious
health and age problems including, Charles Blakey,
Albert Birchnall, Jeff Dykes, John Rickwood, Simon
Horsnall and of course sadly due to being deployed we
miss our regular attendees from the Crew of Ambush.
Our Heart and prayers go out to all of them and their
families and indeed other members and friends with not
so clever health wise at present.
The programmes are on the table, and please feel free
to take any of your individual markers or programmes
with you after the event is over; We thank Julian & Jo
Redfern and Alan And Jeanette Smith for not only
conducting but organising the raffle and prizes so
please support. Ease Springs is on the programme no
penalties are due to our majority age levied against
transgressors needing a
call of nature. The Port
has been provided by
Derbyshire Submariners
and the honour of
uncorking the Port has
been designated to our
guests as a thank you for those individuals support of
this event and thank you to all for supporting our Dinner.
The separate Tot of Rum is sponsored by Tony
Greaves in memory of his late wife Jackie, who states
a proper drink not that Woods stuff, to quote Tony and
a similar thing used to be said by Jackie when we
offered Sherry to the ladies instead of rum!

We welcomed the Mayor of Derby, Cllr Frank Harwood
with the Mayoress Anita Harwood spot on time at
18:45hrs and Hands were Piped to Dinner to enter the
Edale Room to await the Arrival of our two principle
guests to Dinner. I always listen to constructive
criticism, and have been told I am always too serious at
these events and I should lighten up; thus I piped the
Mayor and Mayoress into dinner as normal and as they
entered to the hand clapping many burst out in laughter
as I was wearing a straw boater with an HM
Submarines Cap tally. The dreaded safety brief was
completed in two minutes flat and about another 2/3
minutes the gist of which was; We are honoured this
year to have Cllr Frank & Mrs Anita Harwood the Mayor
& Mayoress of Derby and we thank them for accepting

The competition in Sept NL with requests for comments
on the wedding photo is on your table and last chance
for a comment and the result and the bottle of wine will
be awarded at the end of the interval. I am sorry it was
advertised as a Red or White, but the entries were so
slow I drank the Red!! We all rose on completion for
Grace which was undertaken for us by our oldest DS
Associate Member, Mrs Judy Holland ex WRAC who
served as a Sgt in WWII in Derby, got married and she
nether went back to Scotland and is still with us!
The Dinner was commenced as the staff had pre-laid
all the tables including the ordered bottles of
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wine on each table. For the first time since using the
Edale Room we were reduced to three tables instead
of four and we had two tables of six and the top table
with seven so we had room to move and it was I admit
more comfortable. The Dinner consists of four
courses with the most popular being the Soup, Beef
& Apple Pie followed by Coffee but the other choices
were also enjoyed too. One young lady caused my
heart to skip a beat when she told me she did not
order Fruit Salad but a special Sundae but her
husband bailed me out by advising her she would
have to wait until the Christmas Lunch when that was
indeed her selected choice!

That both our two oldest members tying.
With Judy Holland being with us at the
dinner it was decided that she should
hold the Submariner Trophy Oct-Apr
(AGM) when it would be awarded to
Charles Blakey until retrieved for the
2020 Award in Oct next year. Terry Hall
to action the changeovers. Judy is in her
99th Year and Charles a year younger
having just entered his 98th year.
We Submariners are proud of our traditions, and the
fact we have served in the most senior arm of the
most Senior Service; The Submarine Service of HM
Royal Navy. We also have a limited number of
Associate Members who we, and they, are proud to
call members and all with a link with the Submarine
Service. It is a well-known fact that the Submarine
family is very close knit, and in that we include our
womenfolk. A lot of sterling work is carried out by the
ladies of Derbyshire Submariners and next month the
ladies help with our 11/11 coffee morning, which due
to the men being in Nottingham Road Cemetery
would not be possible without them. We have
unfortunately again had losses this year, and
Submariners are renowned for looking after each
other. However, this obviously rubs off on family and
we thank both Julie & Rebecca joining us tonight
representing their Mother & Gran. Brenda Winstanley
and in thanks we would like to
present both with a set of
Ladies Dolphin Each for you
to wear with pride in memory
of your Dad and Grandad, Jack Winstanley a proud
founding member of SOCA Derby and a marvellous
mate, sadly missed by of all of us

We thence had an interval with the
reminder that this was the last
chance to order the special
reduced wine if desired. The Port
was decanted to our bespoke DS
Crystal Glass Decanters using the
Freedom of the City and Tommy
Appleby & the Colin Fairbrother
Memorial Decanters two past DS
Members. The Loyal Toast to
HM Queen was undertaken by
our DS Chairman, Mr Colin
Watson. The Immortal Toast
and Speech was undertaken by Cllr Frank Harwood,
The Right Worshipful, The Mayor of the City of Derby
the Senior Citizen of the City. At the previous months
HMS Kenya Assn Final Mess
Dinner in Derby because Frank
had in the past been a National
Football Referee he was warned
if his speech went on too long, he
would get a Red Card and
several
Kenya
Members
synchronised standing up ‘Holding up a Red Card’ to
remind him! Fortunately, the submariners were too
polite or I like to believe to engrossed in a very
interesting speech. In appreciation of the Mayor &
Mayoress attending the Mayoress was presented
with a bouquet of Flowers by the Vice President of
DS, Terry Hall. The final speech to The Submariner
and the Submarine Service was
undertaken by Mr Julian Redfern who
needs no introduction from me as half of
the Dynamic Duo who have revitalised our
Traf Dinner Raffle which was much
appreciated by all and raised £107 for DS
funds despite only 19 members present.
Thank you to JJ and Smudge and all members who
contributed.

New Submariner Members participating and it is
appreciated the cost of travelling with a County Area
such as Derbyshire and the effort and cost borne my
members is appreciated and in a token
appreciation of two such attendees coming in
for tonight from the sticks of Derbyshire, I
would like to ask our Chairman, Colin Watson
to present a DS Tie to Michael Roberts in
appreciation of the effort he and his wife have
put in tonight to join us. Sadly, Carl Edwards suffered
a close family loss but a tie will be forwarded to him
in due course.
Our final presentation is our unique Traditional
Derbyshire
Submariners
Trafalgar
Dinner
Presentation to our womenfolk make. As I stated
earlier, we are all really appreciative
of the support we receive from our
womenfolk.
Once a year we
undertake a token thank you by
presenting all ladies present with a
Rose Stem from the Derbyshire
Submariners
to
show
our
appreciation of those who work behind the scenes,
whether it be at one of our Coffee Mornings, or in our
other voluntary work, and this is an indication of we

The WWII Submariner Statue is our icon of
remembrance and awarded annually be awarded
annually to a man (or woman) of the Derbyshire
Submariners. Every member gets a vote submitted
in a sealed envelope and audited this year by Mrs
Jeanette Smith with the votes audited and the name
put in another envelope to be opened by the principle
guest, the Mayor of Derby. It was a draw, result was
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appreciate that you put up with us. I have made
provision for one or two extra roses for Members
whose wives cannot attend or one single member
who hopes to get lucky! I would be grateful for you to
pass one on to them please. As we have no serving
submariners with us for the second time in many
years can I ask the following guests to undertake this
task on our behalf to come up to collect the roses to
pass to the ladies on your table, Table One; The
Mayor & Colin Wood, Table Two; Tony Grieves, to
include himself & Jim Hunt for Ann and finally Table
Three where Michael bravely in the absence of Carl
undertook a sole distribution.

Nelson's Hand-Drawn Trafalgar Plans
Found in Scrapbook After 200 Years
Forces Network 21 Oct 2019
A hand-drawn sketch by Admiral Lord Nelson detailing
his strategy for victory at Trafalgar has been found in
a scrapbook after 200 years. Historian Martyn Downer
made the discovery in a book from the 1830s, which
was recently sold at auction. Nelson's signature is
attached, dating back to 5 Sept 1805. His plans were
to split his fleet into three divisions in order to destroy
the opposing French and Spanish navies. Mr Downer
said: ‘This fragment of pencil sketch is simultaneously
a very intimate and vivid artefact, giving us an
exceptional insight into Nelson's thinking and planning
ahead of the battle.’ The document has been donated
to the National Museum of the RN in Portsmouth.
Admiral Lord Nelson led his RN fleet to victory on 21
Oct 1805, defeating a combined force of French and
Spanish ships off Spain's south-west coast. The
anniversary of the battle has been commemorated,
including events in Portsmouth, London and Derby!

The final job of the evening was to award the bottle
of wine for the Photo Competition in the September
DS Newsletter which ran a COMPETITION I will
award a bottle of Red or White Wine to the Caption to
the photo below to any DS Member who comes up
with a quip or caption to the following photo from my
daughters wedding. None DS welcome to send in an
entry for a BZ only, as I am not posting the bottle which
will be presented at our Trafalgar Dinner in October or
collected at any Lunch Club thereafter. My Personal
caption would be, ‘Ok Dad, Found the Car, now
where are the keys please?’ Its only for fun, but my
decision is final!!
Any way as I
advised on the
night submissions
had been so slow
I had drunk the
Red Wine, thus
the prize was a
bottle of White but
each table had a
duplicate of the picture with the option of a table
submission though I had already earmarked one very
good quote which was from Tony Grieves of ‘You
think you wear the Trousers, now sit there whilst I
phone my mother.’ Anyway, a submission from
Table 3 was definitely a winner and made me chuckle
immediately which was ‘Dad, he Lied. He is a
Skimmer’. A definite winner with me, so a bonus
bottle of white wine was obtained for me to award
Table 3 as well as Tony. Thank you, all other
members who took the time, to submit their entries for
a bit of fun, and sorry again I drank the red!!

Battle of Trafalgar: Royal Navy Marks
Anniversary in Portsmouth
Tim Cooper Forces Network 21 Oct 2019
The RN has celebrated Trafalgar Day in Portsmouth,
marking its victory on 21 Oct 1805 in the Atlantic, just
off Cape Trafalgar in south-west Spain. A memorial
service was held on HMS Victory, on which flags were
raised, as they were 214 years ago.
The
commemorations were also a time to remember the
deaths of nearly 4,000 sailors, including Admiral Lord
Nelson, who was mortally wounded by a French
musket ball. A spot on the deck marked where he was
hit, and a wreath was laid where he fell. Captain Ken
Houlberg said: ‘The Battle of Trafalgar imbues all of
the finest traditions and values that are in the RN of
today. It is the day our Lord Nelson fell, just four yards
from where
I'm
standing
right now,
and
that
captures
the spirit of
today's
fighting
Navy.’ Lt Cdr B J Smith, HMS Victory's Captain,
added: ‘It's a memorial to [Adm Nelson], but also to
that Navy, and to our Navy. It also represents
something with its ethos that runs through so it's also
our way of reminding us where we came from, and that
way we can know where we want to go to as well’. The
battle was a turning point for Britain as a naval power,
confirming her supremacy on the seas for more than a
century. Nelson quotes include:-

This concluded the 2019 DS Traf Dinner and every
one was bid farewell whether stopping at the Hallmark
Inn or making their way home. We thanked the
Hallmark and all the Staff, especially Rikki and his staff
serving us. As we move into Remembrance time,
everyone was invited to join us on 11/11 at Nottingham
Rd Cemetery and afterwards at the Jubilee Club
Chaddesden specially opened for a DS Coffee
Morning with full Bar Facilities! We also hoped that the
Traf Dinner would go ahead for 2020 despite our
falling numbers and this will be discussed at the
November DS Meeting, and looking at ways of
‘Making it So’. Final decision hoped for 6 Dec Meet?

1. Desperate affairs require desperate measures.
2. Gentlemen, when the enemy is committed to a
mistake, we must not interrupt him too soon.
3. I could not tread these perilous paths in safety, if I
did not keep a sense of humour
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The Shrinking Capability of the Royal Navy
David Reynolds © Warship World Oct 2019
The RN has been at the centre of Britain’s defence
policy for hundreds of years, maintaining a maritime
capability to support the nation’s defence policy in
peace and at times of conflict. From escorting UK
fishing during disputes off Iceland, to the evacuation
of British holidaymakers in Lebanon and the assault
into southern Iraq, the senior service has always
delivered. In the 1990’s the fleet had a force of 50
frigates and destroyer’s while today it has been
downsized and stands at just 19 warships. There are
of course other highly capable vessels, but in the
main it is the air defence and anti-submarine
warships who form the frontline force if the ~RN is
called upon to deploy a war fighting task group. Now
in the wake of the Gulf crisis, politici9ans are calling
for more investment in warships, albeit a bit overdue.
But the real question is how long will it take to
regenerate a force that is manned and at readiness
to meet the growing commitments that the senior
service faces across European waters as well as the
Middle East and the Pacific, as maritime threats
become more complex and force commanders look
at alternative responses.

Derby Trafalgar Ceremonies
The Ceremonies kicked off on Friday 18 Oct at 11:15
when the Derby & District ex Services Assn Standard
Bearers assembled in the Ceremonial Foyer of the
Derby City Council House to await the Deputy Mayor
of Derby, Cllr Ged Potter a Merchant Navy Veteran.
The three Standards were the Derbyshire
Submariners, The Royal Marine and the Grenadier
Guards Standards who accompanied the Deputy
Mayor from the Council House to Cathedral Green
where we formed up behind the Cathedral near the
statue of Bonnie Prince Charlie. At the sounding of
the Bugle by Adrian
Harper
RM
the
Standards
were
marched on to the
Trafalgar
Monument
and Oak Tree which
was moved from the
River Derwent bank
opposite the Council
House to Cathedral Green to make way for Flood
alleviation works. and a far better location it is! The
Parade was taken by Ralph Eales RMA Chair of
D&DExSvc Assn. The Service was fairly short with a
full explanation for its purpose to remember the
losses of sailors on both sides and was followed by
the Last Post and laying of wreaths. At the
conclusion the Standards were inspected by the
Deputy Mayor and the conclusion was the Standards
leading off to escort the Mayoral party to end the
Service.

A key role of the RN is protecting our maritime trade.
Official government figures show that 95% if /Britain’s
economic activity is dependent on the oceans. The
UK imports goods worth a breath-taking £534 billion
every year, including around half of our food and fuel,
both oil and gas. The freedom of the seas is
therefore essential to the UK’s continued prosperity
and comfort. The majority of this trade passes
through a handful of global chokepoints and the fleet
positions its warships to quietly safeguard these vital
transit routes in areas such as the Gulf, the Strait of
Hormuz, the Gulf of Aden and the South China Sea.
These deployments allow the fleet to be on hand
ready to act in an instant if necessary and ensure that
the lifeblood of the UK economy, maritime trade
continues to move freely.

Due to the fact it was the DS Trafalgar Dinner that
evening at the Hallmark Inn I was unable to join what
is now turning into a tradition for the Standard Bearers
in Derby to retire to the Noah’s Ark (appropriate for our
age!) a well-known local pub for a wash up of 30
seconds, and then socialise for an hour or so. I thus
called in at the Poppy Drop in Centre to pick some
stock up as a Poppy Appeal Organiser and checking
with Joy for Flowers our order was Ok, to find her
assembling our order, when I arrived and splendid it
was too. I thence returned to the Hallmark Hotel to
proceed to set up the room for the evening DS
Trafalgar Dinner function.

The sale of HMS Ocean for £84 million and demise
of the carriers HMS Illustrious and HMS Ark Royal for
scrap, was in the opinion of many serving and retired
naval personnel a national disgrace. According to
the National Audit Office report the decision to list the
helicopter carrier (HMS Ocean) for disposal was not
based on planned reduction in amphibious capability
(In fact the RM are expanding) but was in fact the
operational demand to draft her crew to man the
carrier HMS Prince of Wales, thus the decision was
made to sell off what was one of the fleet’s most
capable assets. The next seven years will test the
senior service’s ability to maintain an operationally
deployable 13 strong fleet of Type 23’s. the RN
cannot afford to see any delays to the Type 26 and if
ministers wish to commit to a stronger force they
need to fully fund and direct that construction should
start on a more Global Combat Frigates and increase
the order. Editor: Excerpt only but to order the
excellent Warship World go to www.navybooks.com

Poppy Appeal Launch Derby Friday 25 Oct 2019
My first event was the RBL Ilkeston and Ilkeston Brass
Band at the Green Spire Church in Ilkeston. The event
is based on The Festival of Remembrance and Last
Night of the Props events with
familiar tunes and audience
participation to excellent musical
accompaniment. The Standards
were marched on and undertook
dips for the Last Post and the
National Anthem before being marched off to great
enthusiasm of the audience. The band kindly donate
their Services and all money raised goes to Poppy
Appeal. It is definitely a case of ‘Enjoyment of the
Music as Well as Remembering. Incidentally, the
Church was very warm to the 3o outside.
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IDF’s Naval-Training A Glimpse into the World
of Advanced Submarine Warfare
by Yaakov Lappin, JNS, Israel Hayom Staff
October Merchant Navy Assn NL
The IDF’s submarines, bristling with advanced
technology, can covertly gather intelligence on
enemy activities, approach distant coastlines and
strike targets with precision missiles, while remaining
out of the reach of the enemy’s missiles and rockets.
The Israel Navy’s submarine training course is, much
like the world of submarines itself, submerged in the
lesser known world of military operations.
A
submarine is the most expensive platform that Israel
can buy, and the
Israel
Defence
Forces is about to
expand its fleet to six
German
made
Dolphin
platforms,
half of them newgeneration vehicles
that can stay submerged for longer. These vessels,
bristling with advanced technology, can covertly
gather intelligence on enemy activities, approach
distant coastlines and strike targets with precision
missiles, while remaining out of the reach of the
enemy’s missiles and rockets.
According to
international media reports, they are a key aspect of
Israel’s nuclear deterrent and second-strike
capability.

concluding that they are not suitable for this type of
service, while others are told by course instructors
that they will best realise their skills in other parts of
the military. Six months later, the remaining cadets
split up into five specialty areas: technicians,
machine operators, electricians, sonar and
communications, and weapons operators.
‘The second phase is also a challenge,’ said 1st Lt. I.
At the end of the course, the cadets graduate and
split up again into their operations teams onboard the
submarines. ‘They have to continue training in the
submarines on their own after a year and a month of
acquiring tools and knowledge. They have to serve
with people of different ages and roles, and not
necessarily from their own course,’ said the
commander. ‘The two stages of the course prepare
them for life in a submarine. The course is filled with
uncertainty.
They don’t know how long their
[simulated] missions will be. They don’t know what
will happen in 10 minutes. We take away their
phones on base. In a submarine, no one knows what
will happen in 30 minutes, and the course re-enacts
that environment,’ explained the officer.
High-pressure situations are also re-enacted, in
which cadets must complete tactical or technical
tasks. ‘We get them used to dealing with this kind of
pressure with the help of simulators that generate the
pressure levels,’ he added. ‘Those who’ve never
been in a submarine can think it is a small crowded
place, but slowly, one learns to master this

Yet training the sailors who will serve onboard the
secretive vessels is as vital for mission success as
any of the submarine’s technological capabilities.
When we returned to dock after some sort of
operation and read all kinds of headlines, we
understood that there is great significance in what we
did, 1st Lt. I. (full name withheld), a commander of a
navy submarine course, told JNS. He served
onboard a Dolphin submarine for a year and eight
months after being drafted in 2013. He then chose to
attend a naval officer’s course to join the training
personnel. The submarine
training course is divided
into two stages: A basic
stage and a mission
specialty stage. 1st Lt. I.
initially commanded a team
within the basic-stage course before going on to
command the whole basic stage. He has overseen
five training cycles so far, sending ‘generations’ of
sailors into the sea’s depths, where they conduct
critical missions, the vast majority of which will never
be known to the public.

environment. I can tell you that one of the reasons I
became a commander in the course is the sense, and
it is hard to accurately describe it, of satisfaction in
seeing the next generation of fighters deploy,’ said
the commander. He described how submarine
personnel must remain silent about their missions
when they return home for breaks, even as they hear
their friends openly share their military stories and
experiences. ‘You can’t talk about what you did,
though the operations can influence things in all sorts
of places. It is a little hard to transmit this to 18-yearolds, but in the end, this is what they understand,’ he
said. ‘They gain great satisfaction in what they do,
even if it’s not totally clear to them at that very
moment.’
The lieutenant noted that Israel is
continuing to buy submarines, even though each one
is worth ‘tens, if not hundreds, of tanks and tens of
planes. In the end, it is a vessel with very unique
capabilities compared to others in the military.

The basic stage is the physically challenging part,’
the officer said. ‘There are many marches and a
series of tests to determine if the cadets are suitable
for becoming submarine personnel. We check
character traits, the ability to work in teams and the
ability to work in a high-pressure environment.’ Only
half of the cadets successfully complete the gruelling
basic stage. Some volunteer to leave after

The defence leadership has in recent years
understood their significance, and they are
purchasing more of these, while improving existing
submarines. And the ambiguity around this issue is
there for a reason. We want to keep our cards close
to our chest. Not many units can bring these cards.’
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‘Teamwork is a central part of this experience’ Pvt.
A., a naval cadet who is currently in the basic stage
of the training course, told JNS about the experience
of entering such a secretive and singular military
world. ‘In this course, one does not really know
where he will end up, and this is the whole idea. It
is not very well-known, and this is deliberate. It’s
about entering the unknown and climbing up from
there,’ he said. He described a highly demanding
training period that presents a battery of physical as
well as mental theoretical tests. ‘There is a very
strong combination between the two. One minute
we are in a lesson, the next we are in training,’ he
said. ‘Teamwork is a central part of this experience.
It is emphasised in every
aspect. We have to work
closely in teams, so that we
can sail optimally later on.’
The stress on teamwork
even finds expression in the
dining hall, where cadets
can only begin to eat after
everyone has received
food.
During training
missions, even if the task is
not fully completed on time,
the commander is most interested in ‘whether we
worked as a team. This is the main thing,’ said Pvt.
A. ‘He wants to see whether we worked together
and not each in his own bubble. This emphasis
appears everywhere. Even when we run, the faster
ones do not go ahead. We all run together.’ Pvt. A.
was drawn to the submarine-training course
because, he said, he would never get another
opportunity to be onboard such a vessel. ‘This is
not a platform one sees anywhere else. Everything
we learn here is different but fascinating,’ he stated.
‘It is a whole world that opens up, one that most of
the world doesn’t know about because it’s not
supposed to deal with it. Every new layer that opens
up leaves us wide-eyed.’

and increases its capacity to stay underwater for long
periods, he said. The submarine's motto 'Akhand
Abhedya Adrishya' signifies the unity of the crew,
indomitable spirit and stealth of the platform. The
motto keeps alive the spirit to keep the edge 'sharp
and ready' for combat at all times. Along with the
commissioning of the submarine Khanderi, Navy will
also get its first biggest dry dock of the Indian Navy.
Turkey Has Launched Homemade Sub
Programme
Burak Ege Bekdil, Defence News 22 Oct, 2019
Turkey has launched the country's first indigenous
submarine program, known as ‘MILDEN’, a Turkish
acronym for ‘national submarine.’ Under the plan,
local defence contractors will design, develop and
produce the R-class submarines at domestic
shipyards by using the technology they earned from
an ongoing submarine programme. The deputy
general director for the Defence Ministry's shipyards
depart, said now that specialist teams have been
assigned to the submarine program, the next phase
is construction planning. Delivery of the first sub to
the Turkish Navy is expected by 2040. The airindependent propulsion submarines will feature silent
cruising, advanced heavy torpedoes and guided
missiles. Several local contractors, from electronics
specialists to missile makers, are to join the
consortium that will build the submarines. The
vessels will be constructed at the Gölcük naval
shipyards. ‘The program will be a copy of the
German contract,’ a naval specialist in Ankara told
Defence News.
Under a 2011 contract worth €2.5 billion (US $2.8
billion), six Type 214 submarines are to be built for
the Turkish Navy, with some of the subsystems
supplied by local contractors.
Turkish military
electronics specialist Aselsan, a governmentcontrolled company, is providing electronic support
measures and sensor systems for the submarine
program. Military software specialist Havelsan,
another government-controlled company, will build
an integrated command-and-control suite. The Type
214 is based on the Type 209 SSK built by a German
firm. The Type 214 include design features from the
German shipbuilder's Type 212. The Turkish sub
displaces 1,700 tons when surfaced, has eight
torpedo tubes able to deploy heavyweight torpedoes,
such as the Atlas Elektronik SeaHake, — and has
anti-ship missiles, such as the Harpoon and Exocet.

WORLD SUBMARINE NEWS
New India Navy Submarine
Saurabh Vaktania Mumbai Sept 28, 2019
The Indian Navy has commissioned its indigenously
built Kalvari class diesel-electric submarine.
Commissioned by the Defence Minister and named
INS Khanderi.
Khanderi is built at state-run
Mazgaon Dock Limited and underwent rigorous sea
trials for over two and a half years. Khanderi is
inspired by the fish name Kanneri found in the
Arabian sea, which very well known for hunting
while swimming close to the bottom of the ocean,
using barbells to find their prey and use their long
serrated saw to kill the prey. Key features of the
submarine include a state-of-the-art technology
which reduces its noise under the sea. Another
crucial feature of the new submarine is that unlike
previous requirement of 60 crew, its maximum
requirement is 36 crew. It saves oxygen availability

Was Jim Hunt on the helm of the second submarine?
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Twelve Days of Christmas

Newsletter Feedback

On the first day of Christmas
my True love said to me,
I‘m glad we bought fresh turkey
And a proper Christmas Tree

1. Hi Terry, I was hoping to attend tomorrows DS
meeting but am unable for which I apologise. As for
your request for Traf Dinner 2020, the answer I give
is Yes for 2, My wife was dreading it but did enjoy
herself and would like to go again. Hopefully I can
make the next DS meeting in December. Michael R

On the second day of Christmas
Much laughter could be heard,
As we tucked into our Turkey,
A most delicious bird.

2. Terry what a fantastic evening, on behalf of my wife
Anita and myself, our sincere thanks for the invite and
our sincere best wishes to everbody connected with
the Derbyshire Submariners
Regards Frank (Mayor of Derby)

On the third day of Christmas
We’d people from next door.
The turkey tasted just as good
as it did the day before.

3. Terry, Just to say Thank You for all your hard
work
organising
the
Trafalgar
Dinner, Rebecca
and myself enjoyed
the
evening
immensely, it was
wonderful to meet
many people that
Dad had much in
common
with,
Take Care Julie
(Daughter & Greatgranddaughter of Jack Winstanley)

Day four, relations came to stay,
(Poor Gran is looking old)
We finished up the Christmas Pud,
And ate the Turkey cold.
On the fifth day of Christmas
Outside the snowflakes flurried
But we were nice and warm inside
We ate the turkey curried.
On the sixth day, I must admit
The Christmas spirit died,
The children fought and bickered,
We ate turkey rissoles fried.

4. I have recently dined at the Derby Masonic Hall
twice in the last week. While there I learned that
the RNA now holds its Trafalgar night dinner there.
This was well attended and numbers boosted by
some of the masons coming along. I think that DS
should considered burying the hatchet and joining
in too. The venue is convivial, and professional and
reasonably priced. Jonty P

On the seventh day of Christmas
My true love gave a wince
As he sat down at the table
And was offered turkey mince.
Day eight our nerves were getting frayed,
The dog had run for shelter,
I served up turkey pancakes
With a glass of Alka Seltzer.

Postscript The last view on the future of DS
Trafalgar Dinner was one of the options for 2020 put
to members, but no conclusive decision was made
at the November meeting. I have a new Hallmark
Contract for next year, and am awaiting a quote
from the Littleover Lodge Banqueting but our
difficulty is our low numbers and no response from
some DS Members on email thus will ask when I
send the renewal forms out this month by post but
a final decision is needed for the 6 Dec meeting.

On day nine our cat left home,
By lunchtime Dad was blotto,
He said he had to have a drink
To face turkey risotto.
By the tenth day the wine had gone
(except our home made brew)
As if that wasn’t bad enough,
We suffered turkey stew.
On the eleventh day of Christmas
The Christmas tree was moulting,
The mince pies were hard as rock
And the turkey looked revolting.

A Simplified Medical Diagnosis Urine Test
That May be Relevant for some Members!?
Go outside and pee in the garden!
If ants gather: - Diabetes.
If you pee on your feet:- Prostate.
If it smells like a barbecue:- Cholesterol.
If when you shake it, your wrist hurts: Osteoarthritis.
If you return to your house with your penis outside
your trousers: - Alzheimer’s
If the Police arrest you: - I thought I did not need to
advise not to use the Front Garden?

On the twelfth day of Christmas
Dad smacked his lips
The guests were gone, the turkey too.
We dined on
Fish & Chips
Jane Cross
The Sweeper 2009 Algerines Assn RN
A Happy Christmas One & All
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Darwin Should be a Forward Operating Base
for Australia’s Submarines
Luke Gosling The Strategist 24 Oct 2019
Building on its long history as a forward operating base,
Darwin is ready to support our future submarine
operations. Though it’s commonly seen as unsuitable
as a home port for submarines, that doesn’t disqualify
Darwin from playing a logistic support role to resupply
and maintain the boats mid-patrol and rotate out their
crew. A 2016 report by the Defence Science and
Technology Group contended, ‘The shallowness of the
surrounding sea near Darwin that leaves submarines
vulnerable to attack, the location of the city on
Australia’s northern frontier closest to potential
adversaries and the relative lack of industrial
infrastructure make Darwin less than idea[l] as a
submarine base.’ Let’s consider each point. In the
first instance, it’s hard to argue with geography. It’s
true that the Timor Sea is shallow at an average depth
of 200 metres, compared with the 300-450 metres at
which most submarines operate. Meanwhile, the
Arafura Sea is even shallower with a depth of between
50-80 metres. That’s just enough for a Kilo-class
submarine, with a reported minimum depth
requirement of 45 metres, not to scrape the seabed.
On these grounds, some observers have expressed
concerns about our submarines losing the stealth
central to their deterrent effect. But submarine
rotations to Darwin present an acceptable level of risk
to train submariners to defend our approaches and
surface combatants, as they might need to do in
wartime.

entrance. But with the exception of Fleet Base West,
all options assessed in the 2011 report, Sydney, Jervis
Bay, Newcastle and Brisbane, also have only one
entrance. What some ports gain in strategic depth they
lose by being a very long way from anywhere our
submarines might need to patrol or loiter. It’s true that
Darwin still lacks the skilled workforce to sustain
submarine operations. Learning from our Collins-class
recruitment woes, it makes eminent strategic sense to
homeport future submarines on the densely populated
east coast. For the foreseeable future, Darwin won’t
contest the place of other larger cities in supporting our
submarine industry.
Darwin’s comparative
advantage is to serve as a forward operating base, a
role which other capitals don’t want and can’t play.
Darwin has solid logistical, airport and housing
infrastructure to sustain a skilled local workforce to
perform light maintenance, leaving the much trickier
and longer full-cycle docking in South Australia or
Western Australia. In this connection, I salute the
announcement by Rr Adm Wendy Malcolm at the
Pacific 2019 exposition in Sydney this month that
Defence was moving towards a new model of regional
maintenance centres in Darwin, Cairns, Perth and
Sydney. Her presentation to industry confirmed that
Darwin was considered important to sustain the navy’s
operations, which will require a skilled local workforce
rather than one working on a fly-in, fly-out basis. This
will make it even more operationally attractive to rotate
future submarines through Darwin.
Currently, when submarines visit Darwin from being
‘up top’, they tie up to the submarine buoy in the
middle of Darwin Harbour. They’re not there for long,
taking about a day to resupply. Ongoing
redevelopment of facilities at HMAS Coonawarra to
build a wharf structure and berthing dolphins will allow
our future submarines to be even more quickly and
effectively refuelled and resupplied. But we can do
much more. The 2011 Defence Dept report concluded
that ‘Darwin as a forward operating base for FSM
[future submarine] operations will enhance FSM
capabilities.’ One obvious way in which this will be true
is the added range and presence Darwin will give our
submarine operations. Diesel-electric submarines
need more pit stops than their nuclear-powered
cousins, making Darwin vital to any extension of their
operational range. The upcoming strategic review of
the 2016 defence white paper should explicitly note
Darwin’s value in this regard.

A second concern is premised on Darwin’s proximity
to the front in the Pacific War. A 2011 Dept of Defence
report on future submarine basing options stated that
Darwin wasn’t assessed partly because, as ‘Australia’s
northern most capital city, it is believed to be inherently
more vulnerable to hostile attack than any other city’.
This would make chilling reading for people in Darwin
who haven’t forgotten repeated air raids during World
War II on our city, but we should reflect dispassionately
on what it means for our national defence. If Darwin
was ever in such a dire situation again, contemporary
weapons systems could likely bring Fleet Base West
and all of our bases north of Tasmania within range. In
today’s world, an enemy no longer needs to be at the
gates to attack our cities, northern or southern.
Geography is therefore a flimsy reason for not rotating
submarines in Darwin. Current strategic trends are
increasing the value of Darwin as a forward operating
base. If our cities were being targeted by long-range
weapons, without intermediate-range missiles of our
own and with our F-111s retired, the Attack-class
submarine could present the most potent and maybe
only means to counter attempted coercion. In this
scenario, 10 days’ extra fuel could be tactically decisive
in our ability to sustain a submarine forward presence
to defeat a long-range threat. Finally, let’s consider
our local defence industry. Some have argued that
Darwin Harbour is inadequate for our future
submarines because there’s only one

Finally, Darwin’s enhanced profile as one of the navy’s
key regional maintenance centres won’t be of use to just
our own forces. Some speculate that Darwin could in
future accommodate ships as large as a Nimitz-class
aircraft carrier. If that’s true, we’ll see more than
Australian submarines frequenting Darwin to protect
these high-value assets. And we’ll also need to step up
our inbound port visits and naval exercises with
Indonesia and other ASEAN partners for Darwin to
continue to play its role as a crown jewel of our defence
diplomacy.
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DERBY & ILKESTON REMEMBRANCE EVENTS 2018

07 Nov
Funeral Bernard Quinlan
The six
Standards were assembled outside Bernard’s Home
a couple of streets away from the Church where all
Standards were serviced with a Tot of Pussers; I
assume on the basis of a Standard Bearers
consumption of: One Tot = Half a mile, and led the
cortege through the streets to the Church with the
Burton & Derbyshire Standards leading to St Paul’s
Church Service, thence we made our way to by road
and very deep puddles to Stile Cop Cemetery, no
mean feat with the local flooding to get there. The
Standards were then re-formed up and led the Coffin
and many mourners, most relatives wearing ‘Dolphins’
on their right breast, to Bernard’s Final resting place in
the graveyard. The rain held off for the internment
proving the sun shines on the righteousness, that
Bernard definitely was. The Funeral Party then
repaired to the local Miners Welfare Club in Rugely to
toast an incredible Gentle man who always had a
smile at many Submariners Reunions.

25 Oct St. Andrews Church, Stanley Thirty 10-11
yrs old School Children laid a Poppy Cross all War
Graves, and told of the history of individuals. Two trays
of Remembrance Poppies saw crosses laid in the
Church Porch (A War Memorial in itself) under the WWI
Plaque. Crosses were also laid on the War Memorial
to Wellington Bomber W5795 which crashed in Stanley
in 1942 from 47,000ft (not a misprint, it was on a topsecret mission) and one on the plaque in the church of
1st Class Boy Seaman, William Durow, J/29940 HMS
Formidable lost on 1 Jan 1915 off Lyme Regis.
26 Oct 7pm Green Spire Church RBL Ilkeston
hosted a Festival of Remembrance with the Ilkeston
Brass Band all giving their services free for Poppy
Appeal as does the church not charge. As with the
Albert Hall Festival the Standards were Marched on
to stirring music for a very good programme including
sing songs and the £6 entrance fee from the
audience is ALL donated to the RBL Poppy Appeal
and well it is well worth attending.
01 Nov Littleover Grand Lodge War Memorial
Service at 14:30hrs which was a fitting marble
replacement in the grounds to the original alabaster
memorial from WWI which was destroyed in a major
fire at the Grange in 1990. A very smart RAF Cadets
Guard with SA80 rifles and concluded with an
afternoon tea in the Lodge
03 Nov Service of Remembrance Toton, Long Eaton
in St.Peters Church with an Afternoon Service of Remb.
05 Nov Park Cemetery Ilkeston The main Ilkeston
Cemetery at 10am with local school children laying a
cross for each war grave approx. 119 crosses on the
cemetery war memorial as the names are read out.
05 Nov All Saints Church, Kirk Hallam A two school
Service this year with Dallimore and Ladywood Primary
both attending. We then proceeded into the churchyard
with the children marking up all the war graves including
a including a young WAAF bride killed with her new
husband in a bombing raid with her new husband on
the same day as their wedding. A Boar War Grave is
also honoured by the children. Unfortunately, the
weather turned inclement with rain!
05 Nov Stanton Road Cemetery A renovated old
site with five WWI and one WWII with all new war
graves by CWG Commission and looked after by
Friends of Stanton Cemetery. Well known for the
Giants Grave and life size carving in memory of the
gentleman buried in the cemetery.
06 Nov Chaddesden Prk Children’s Service This
year enlarged to eight schools approx. 300 Children
Service and parade past the War Memorial in the
Chaddesden Park with the Salute taken by Mayor
and other dignitaries with six Standards present.
Always a moving Service thence the Schools march
past the War Memorial & Mayoral, Friend of
Chaddesden Park and flanked by the Standards. A
cup is awarded each year to the best Marching
School children with a well-deserved winning squad
who also sounded very good!!

07 Nov Funeral Brian Webster A local Ilkeston
Standard Bearer for the Ganges Assn (Pictured with
Ganges Standard) who I have been privileged to
work with for many years and part of the ‘Ilson’
(Ilkeston) RN and Standards Party who regularly met
up at The Wetherspoons Observatory
and Legs in Ilkeston for a wet. Sadly,
the funeral was the same time and day
as Bernard’s above which I had already
committed to, and I will not intentionally
break a promise, so obviously could not
attend the service at Christ Church,
Cotmanhay and the family had
requested no Standards at the
internment in Park Cemetery, Ilkeston
PM. However, I intended to return to
Ilkeston for the Internment but was
thwarted by the weather to get home on the country
lanes, and time of day thus undertook a Graveside
Salute with the Standard later in the day.
08 Nov Midland Railway War Memorial next to the
Hallmark and Derby Railway Station a new service
introduced 2017 undertaken by the Freemasons who
instituted it after WWI in memory of those lost on the
London Midland Scotland Railway. A couple of years
back several of the plates were stolen which were
recovered thanks to high profile media coverage and
Network Rail undertaking a reinstatement of the
Complete War Memorial ensuring they are now
smartwater protected
09 Nov WH St Wilfreds We Will Remember Them
Service. 7pm A traditional
evening of Hymns, Songs and
music as well as readings with a
local pop group, recorder group
& choir at West Hallam. I noticed
the change of programme this
year where it was very much based on the Festival of
Remembrance with all era’s from the beginning of
WWI mentioned and remembered with readings,
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recordings, and music Remembered. The Cold War
was covered by CAD and also the Submarines
including the feats of HMS Auriga operating from
Canada and venturing into the ice in the 1950’s which
brought to mind our past Chair, John Sayers and
Webmaster Jeff Dykes. The organiser of this Service
is not an ex-Serviceman but I have worked with him
on many occasions with my RBL Poppy Appeal hat
on and his passion as a National Arboretum
Volunteer (NMA). He has also for many years been
a enthusiastic volunteer for Poppy Appeal and just as
passionate about Remembrance as I am myself so
BZ to him.
10 Nov War Memorial Derby I alternate the
Standard Parading
between
Ilk
&
Derby due to our
split membership
homes. This was
fortunate as I was
able to pass on our
DS Wreath being
laid by Cdr. Dan
Simmonds one of HMS/M Vengeance Captains,
and also to meet the new Skipper of HMS/M
Ambush & some of the crew, who I was advised
were attending.
I also had easier parking
arrangements close to the Market Place a big
consideration with parking in Derby these days and
picked up Jim Hunt enroute. Unfortunately, we do
not have a bus service which would enable me to
go in by public transport. It was nice to see and
meet up with several Crew members of our Derby
adopted boat, HMS/M Ambush. They had visited
the Derby Royal Hospital to present a large £1k +
cheque raised on their 9 monthly deployment they
have just returned from and dragged myself, Colin
and Isobel to join them in the Wetherspoons
Standing Order!!

11 Nov Nottingham Rd Cemetery The second
Graveside Service was Signalman Charles Buttle
Who was lost on
C25 loss in 1918.
We asked the Mayor
to lay the Graveside
Wreath
As the
second grave is
close to Soldiers
Corner, Sharon (ex
RN) who is a RBL
Riders
Branch
Bugler joined us and undertook the Last Post for us
which always adds to the Service, and very much
appreciated by those who attended. She also
played at the main Remembrance Service.
11 Nov Nottingham Rd Cemetery 10:45am The
Annual Main Soldiers Corner Memorial saw a reduced
attendance due to weather and it being a Monday and
not
a
weekend.
Armistice Day it was
decided at the D&D
AGM in January should
be on the actual day
except if it fell on a
Sunday a decision, I feel
is a no brainer and not
changed to suit Civic office hours. I always feel this a
poignant Service as we stand amongst the War Graves
of some of those we are Remembering. Then do what
is denied to them, Go and have a Pint and Chat!
10 Nov Jubilee Club, Chaddesden For some years
now the Club have permitted the DS to host Ex Services
and those who attend the various Remb Services to a
Coffee Morning Social after the annual Armistice
Services at Nottingham Rd. A full bar is
available and Tea & Coffee with DS
providing the biscuits enjoy with your
coffee or tea or beer. We all use the
opportunity to warm up and socialise
and as a thankyou DS provides the Annual Poppy
Wreath for the Mayor to lay on the Clubs War Memorial
as a token thank you for the Club affording us meeting
facilities as well as the Armistice event each year for all
of the Ex Services and people attending free of charge.
We thank ALL who supported this event, and DS Ladies
and members running the raffle and especially thank
those who so kindly supplied Raffle Prizes and brought
tickets in support of this event.

11 Nov Nottingham Rd Cemetery The Monsoon
persisted until 10am as we assembled at Notts Rd
Main Entrance to welcome the Mayor of Derby, Cllr
Frank Harwood, who had joined
DS for the two graveside
Services
to
two
WWI
Submariners. ERA1 John Brooks
who died on C16 in 1917 which is
held first, thence we convoy
around to Soldiers Corner for the
second Submariner Grave before
the
Main
Soldiers
Corner
Service.
The weather and
flooding overnight had been
horrendous, and this severely
affected attendance.
Colin
Watson and I conducted the two submariner
Services with Colin & Geoff Gadsby, ex Grenadier
Guards (Senior Army Standard) with their
respective Standards. The Crosses were pre-laid
for this Service with the Mayor of Derby laying a
conventional Poppy Wreath on each Grave.

For information 2020 at the D&DexSvc Assn AGM
2019 it was resolved that Armistice Day would not be
‘Timber Shifted’ to the nearest Friday or Saturday to
suit administration but retained to always be on
11/11. I did discuss and report at a DS meeting that
this was not a problem to the Jubilee & they would
open for us for this special day. Thus, two dates are
now booked with Armistice Day 2020 being Weds
11/11 and the Chaddesden Children’s Service will
be on Tues 10/11.
According to ‘Google’
Remembrance Sunday will be 08 Nov 2020
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Missing WWII Submarine Found in Med
By Lee Brown 31 Oct 2019
A British submarine that mysteriously vanished
during World War II has been found at the bottom of
the
sea
in
‘fantastic
condition,’
marine
archaeologists have revealed. HMS Urge never
reached its destination, Alexandria, Egypt, in 1942,
and the exact fate of its 44 souls has been a mystery
for the last 77 years. A specialist university team of
marine archaeologists finally found it lying at the
bottom of the Mediterranean Sea off Malta, thanks to
the use of sonar imaging technology, they have
revealed. ‘Damage to the bow shows a very violent
explosion, indicating that the ship would have sunk
very fast giving no chance to anybody to survive from
this tragedy, said prof Timmy Gambin, who led the
university mission. ‘Besides the damage on the bow,
the wreck is in absolutely fantastic condition. It is
sitting upright on the seabed, very proud, in the
direction that it was ordered to take on its way to
Alexandria,’ he told Television Malta. HMS Urge
was based with other submarines in Malta and had
carried out several deadly missions by the time a
German siege of the Mediterranean island forced the
British navy to order it, and the rest of the flotilla to
redeploy to Egypt. The Urge set sail on April 27,
1942, carrying a 32-strong crew, 11 other naval
personnel and a journalist. However, it failed to
reach Alexandria on the agreed rendezvous date of
6 May 6. The team from the University of Malta has
spent two decades surveying local waters for the
sunken sub. At the request of the grandson of Urge’s
commander, they combed an area this summer that
had once been heavily mined by Nazi forces. A
sonar image finally revealed a submarine-like shape
425 feet below the waves and two miles off the coast.
The university said British authorities have confirmed
the wreck is the Urge. A ceremony is planned for
next year to declare the site an official war grave.

Footnote JP: I am fighting on two fronts: 1. The case
of submarine HMS Urge, that I say is at Marsa el Hilal
and that MoD now say is off Malta. I consider the Claim
to be fraudulent and the technical evidence of the fraud
can
be
seen
in
the
video
footage:
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/lost-submarinewwii-found-scli-intl-gbr/index.html
2. The case of the WWII Cemetery of Submarines (8
British, 1 Italian, + HMS Quentin) off Tabarka. This
matter has now been submitted to the UNESCO, Paris
through the Delegation of Tunisia. The Italian Navy
have postponed their Survey of the zone to 2020.
Despite some 444 British souls being off Tarbarka, I
have lost all hopes of a British investigation. With kind
regards, JP
Alarming' Chinese Meddling at UK Universities
Exposed in Report & Russian Interference in U.K.
elections
Guardian& Mail, 05 Nov 2019
Britain's parliamentary foreign affairs select committee
has released a report detailing ‘alarming evidence’ of
Chinese political interference at British universities.
Entitled 'A Cautious Embrace: Defending Democracy
in an Age of Autocracies', the report says that there is
‘clear evidence’ that China and others ‘are seeking to
shape the research agenda or curricula of UK
universities [and are] limiting the activities of
researchers on university campuses.’ A diverse array
of tools are used to carry out this mission, including
exerting economic or diplomatic pressure against
universities that allow the study of topics judged to be
sensitive to the Chinese state, denying or interfering
with these universities' efforts to embark on joint
ventures with foreign institutions, and the denial of
visas to academics who engage in research on issues
of concern to China. Chinese or other foreign students
(the study addresses autocratic states writ large) are
also compelled to refrain from criticism of their home
government, while also contributing to political
activities and demonstrations in support for their home
country and reporting on fellow students who do not.
The committee says that these efforts are coordinated
by the Chinese embassy and Confucius Institutes,
which are funded by the Chinese government. Overall,
the committee concluded that Whitehall has not done
enough to protect UK universities or foreign students
from this interference, and the report urges the
government to seek more coordination with foreign
partners experiencing similar problems; Australia,
Canada, NZ, and the U.S. have each voiced concerns
about similar activities on their campuses. In related
news, the UK government is delaying the release of a
report that is said to detail the scope of Russian
interference in British elections until it can properly
scrutinise its findings. Critics say that the government
is seeking to delay the release of the report, which was
delivered to PM Boris Johnson on 17 Oct, until after the
dissolution of parliament this week so it cannot be
released before the general election in Dec, and
potentially undermine the results.

Editor: JP Misson challenges these claims that the
particular Submarine is HMS Urge writing recently
4/11 that ‘I challenge these people (Including the
British MoD and press) to conclusively demonstrate
this wreck is that of HMS Urge. It is a disgrace to
see that the families of the crews of both these
submarines (The one at Marsa-El-Hilal) are being so
blatantly deceived by biased, hurried and
undocumented conclusions. The wreck off Malta is
yet to be identified (Because it is not HMS Urge).
The wreck of HMS Urge has been on the bottom of
Marsa El Hilal Bay, Libya since 29 April 1942. Out
of respect for the families of the crews of both these
submarines, the truth must be established. The
research team, University of Malta should consider
diving the British U-Class Submarine, Sonar located
in only 45m of water, at Marsa-El Hilal, in Libya in
2012. They will surely, then admit they have to
correct the hasty conclusions they published on 30
Oct 2019. The boat they have located off Malta is
not HMS Urge, simply because Urge did not have
Bow Torpedo Tubes!
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Veterans ID Cards
Veterans ID cards for former UK Armed Forces'
service leavers are expected to be made available by
the end of 2019, but what is known so far about how
to apply and the requirements for an application? The
Ministry of Defence (MoD) announced last year that
the new Veterans ID cards would be issued to service
leavers - that process has now started. Cards will also
be available to other veterans towards the end of
2019, however, an exact date has yet to be confirmed
by the MoD.
What is the Veterans ID for? Until plans for the
Veterans ID card were made, there was no way for
veterans to easily prove the fact that they had served.
Previously, personnel were required to hand back their
ID card (MoD 90) upon being discharged. The new
Veteran ID card is to have two functions: to provide a
memento of service, to maintain a tangible link to the
Armed Forces, and to allow Veterans to easily verify
their service to the NHS, their local authority, and
charities, enabling them to access support and
services where needed. How will it be phased in?
Delivery of the new UK Veteran ID Card will be rolled
out in two tranches: Phase 1: The Veterans ID Card
has already been provided to all Service Leavers as
part of the discharge process with effect from 18 Feb
2019, and retrospectively to those who left on or after
17 Dec 2018. Phase 2: Applications from the wider
Veteran Community will be encouraged once the
process has been agreed.

2020 SA Reunion Weekend/AGM
Venue: Yew Lodge Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth,
DE74 2 DF. Date: 27-28 March 2020.
If any SA Derbyshire Member requires this information
the full details will be emailed to you on request which
will include All information attachments: SA Circular
2020, SA Reunion Application Form 2020, SA Meal
Choice 2020. And details to contact Iain Mackenzie,
Vice Chairman SA. coxswainmackenzie@yahoo.com
SA Membership Secretary - GDPR
This email and reports have been sent to all Branch
Officials (Secretary, Membership, Treasurer and
Chairman) of your branch if you have one, these were
last sent on the 24th Sept 2019. We have one or two
members who think they know better when it comes to
the regulations regarding GDPR and how the Assn
applies them to the data we hold on you and your
members. I can assure you that the Assn does not
treat this lightly as this can be a very serious matter.
Following the last report, I sent out we (NMC) had a
very threating response from one branch to stop
sending the spreadsheet I send monthly to the
branches by email. Not for the first time we contacted
the Information Commissioners Office (ICO) to gain
clarification to how the Association handles this data.
We have been told on every occasion that we have
been in contact with them that we are not in breach of
GDPR regulations. They have suggested that
although not required for the information we are
sending; it would be a nice to have if we could send
the spreadsheet password protected. So, with this in
mind we have decided to trial sending the spreadsheet
attached to this report password protected. The issue
with this is now we also need to send you a separate
email with the password which will allow you to open
the spreadsheet. This password is case sensitive and
will be 20 characters in length. Of course, when you
have opened the spreadsheet you can turn this
protection off. I am happy to advise individually if you
do not know how to. At this time, we DO NOT intend
to do anything different when sending copies of
Application forms or updated information on
individuals by email between the Branches and
myself. Please do let me know if you are having any
issues, then we can reassess the situation. Please do
check what I have sent you and bring to my attention
if there are any discrepancies with what you believe to
be true. This is your opportunity to double check my
work. Again, with this in mind please do check what I
have sent and bring any discrepancies to my attention
sooner rather than later. We do thank you for your
understanding and co-operation. Kind Regards.
David Woolterton,
https://www.submarinersassociation.co.uk

Can older veterans apply? The application process
has yet to be agreed and will be made available by the
end of 2019. However, veterans who have already left
the Armed Forces can register for the Defence
Discount Service card, if they have haven’t already.
While the Veteran ID card will act as proof of service
and Veteran status, the Defence Discount card is
recognised online and in high street shops to obtain
Armed Forces discounts on a wide range of offers
from things such as holidays, cars, days out, fashion,
gifts, insurance, phones and many other items. The
website is free to sign up to and to use the online
discounts. To get your card, you can apply for it here
and also find the list of companies which accept the
discount card.
Ian Vickers, National SA Secretary
To All Members of the SA I would like to give my
thanks to Ian Atkinson for the help he has given me
over the last few weeks with the handover. He has
helped to identify a lot of transactions ‘within Quick
Books’. One of the issues I have at the moment is I
receive a number of cheques with no explanation of
what they are for? If any of their members are sending
cheques through to me will they put a little note in with
that cheque explaining what it is for and who it was
from. I intend to start sending out a month end position
as of 31st Oct so everybody will get a month position.
Stuart
Brown,
National
Treasurer,
stuartbrown04@gmail.com

Editor: Basically, this information is the details on
your Application Form to join DS or SA the only
difference is DS asks for Spouse/Partner name to be
polite if phoning and for Social occasions. Any
problems or queries on Membership contact Terry H
who if it is a SA matter, I will pass to Tony Grieves

Editor. I know the feeling well!!
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RN, RM CHARITY – SUBMARINES (RNRMC-SM)

Regular individual giving can be made via the RNRMC
website;
d. Non-Serving submariners both working and retired
can also donate through their pay or pension to the
RNRMC if their employer/pension scheme operates a
payroll giving scheme;
e. No subscriptions are required to the Submarine
Benevolent Fund, wealth is dependent on what
merchandise is sold and donations made direct to the
RNRMC-SM.
6. RNRMC-SM Board. An RNRMC-SM Board will be
established, comprised of:
a. Chairperson. The Chairperson will be elected but in
the first instance, to establish the Board and implement
the RNRMC-SM, Chair will be Rr Adm Weale until the
Board and Fund are properly established;
b. RASM or DRASM and EWO(SM) as senior Serving
representatives;
c. CEO RNRMC;
d. RNRMC-SM Fund manager, appointed by RNRMC;
e. RNRMC-SM Fund Grants Manager, app’d by RNRMC
f. Representatives/Chairperson from different
Submarine Groups and Organisations:
i.
Submariners Association;
ii.
We Remember Submariners (WRS);
iii.
Perisher Club;
iv.
Friends of the Submarine Museum. FoSM
g.
Respective Submarine organisations are to
nominate their Board representative.
6. Frequency of Board meetings. The RNRMC-SM
Board will meet quarterly with one of the meetings
representing an annual Board meeting scheduled to
coincide with the Submarine Association AGM.
7. Inaugural Board to be called in New Year 2020.
8. Objectives of the RNRMC-SM. Objectives of the
Fund include the promotion of:
a.
The welfare of all Submariners
(Serving and Retired) and their families;
b.
Submarine ethos;
c.
Submarine Heritage.
Application for Funds
9. Any submariner and or Submarine Organisation
can apply for a grant from the Fund, noting that the
Board will arbitrate whether the application:
a. Satisfies the objectives of the Fund;
b. Can be supported by the Fund;
c. Whether the applicant has made any contribution,
financial or otherwise, to the RNRMC-SM.
10.
All applicants can also separately and
independently apply direct to the RNRMC in addition to
the RNRMC-SM. Relationship between RNRMC-SM
and other Submarine groups and organisations
11. The RNRMC-SM provides the broader submarine
community with an opportunity to access funds and
support the Objectives of the Fund, it is not the intent to
replace how the separate Submarine Groups and
Organisations are managed:
a.
RASM Board will endure for the management
of in-service issues;

Flag Officer Scotland & Northern Ireland, Asst Chief
of Naval Staff (Submarines) and Rr Adm S/M’s

1. I made a statement at the 19 March SA AGM that
my intent as RASM was to establish the Submarine
Community under the umbrella of the RNRMC to gain
the benefits of charity status and support from the Navy
which does not wish to see a proliferation of individual
Service Specialisation charities.
After significant
dialogue with the RNRMC, I am now able to report an
agreed way ahead that will benefit both communities of
Submariners and the RNRMC Submarine Community
2. In defining the Submarine Community I include all
the different fractions, groups and families that
constitute the broad Submarine Community, both
serving uniform and non-serving Dolphin Badgewearers (an important qualifying criteria) and their
immediate family members. The intent is neither to
change nor impose change on any organisation or
individual within the Submarine Community, but rather
to offer an opportunity for all to decide whether they
wish to become members or contribute to the RNRMC
for the benefit of all Submariners.
3. The RNRMC is the principle RN and RM Charity with
direct links to the Greenwich Hospital Trust and Navy
Board. Although an established organisation and
charity, the RNRMC is actively considering how it must
evolve to support the needs of the different RN and RM
communities. Recognising the tribal nature of the
different specialisations within the RN, the RNRMC has
given serious deliberation to the proposal for the
Submarine Service to have its own Fund under the
umbrella of the RNRMC. The RNRMC Board recently
decided to support the proposal and to adopt the
Submarine Service through the development of a
dedicated SM Benevolent Fund, overseen by a joint
Management Board.
4. Following separate meetings with the CEO RNRMC,
the RASM Board has agreed to establish a Submarine
Benevolent Fund with the RNRMC initially funded by
monies from the serving community, with opportunities
for all members of the Submarine Community to make
donations.
A combined Submarine/RNRMC
Management Board will also be established to manage
and arbitrate how funds should be spent.
RNRMC-SM Development, Criteria and Processes
5. Benevolent Fund. The intent is for the RNRMC-SM
Benevolent Fund to be established by the end of 2019,
with circa £10K donated by the RASM Fund. Income
generation for the Fund will be realised through: a.
Transfer of profits from the RASM Fund, which will
continue to manage merchandise locally;
b. Serving Personnel to be encouraged to support
monthly payroll giving to the RNRMC, with contributions
transferred to the RNRMC-SM Fund as directed by the
individual donor;
c. Non-serving submariners can bequeath and/or
make donations to the RNRMC-SM Fund, with the full
amount being directly transferred to the SM Fund.
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b. The Submariners Association, Friends of the
Submarine Museum, WRS and the Perisher Club will
continue to be managed as is.
12. It remains the right of any Submarine Group or
Organisation to neither support the formation of the
RNRMC-SM nor to make any donations to the Fund.
Communications
13. Formal Minutes from RNRMC-SM Board meetings
will be released to respective Submarine Groups and
Organisations and, with the help of the RNRMC, a
RNRMC-SM website will be established and managed.
The Next Steps
14.
The following points have been identified as
the ‘next steps’ towards the finalisation of the Fund:
a. To promote donations and payroll giving to RNRMC;
b. To establish the RNRMC-SM Benevolent Fund by
end Dec 19;
c. To establish RNRMC-SM Management Board for
inaugural meeting early 2020.
J S Weale

training and the purchase of submarine related
artefacts. The Friends are an active, involved society
working to preserve the heritage of the Submarine
Service through its Museum. Care is taken that the
members’ generosity is focused on specific projects to
improve the Museum and its collection.
Message from the Chairman Jon Westbrook
I am really amazed at the transformation that has
taken place in the museum. The fantastic changes
and improvements that have been made over recent
years combine to make the museum a truly first class
attraction. That is not only my perception but is
supported by the really significant increase in the
number of visitors that choose to spend some time
there; an increase of nearly 200% this year compared
to last year. So, what is attracting this number of
people? Well, the fact that Alliance has undergone the
most fantastic refit and is undoubtedly the main
attraction is a major draw but the whole museum is a
really great family experience. This transformation is
the work of many but the Friends have been major
contributors and I commit to ensuring that remains the
position. There are issues the museum will face over
the short and long term, not least the consolidation of
its position within the overarching National Museum of
the Royal Navy (NMRN). The Friends also face a
number of challenges and maintaining current and
increasing future membership, particularly from the
serving submariners and the younger community, is
an area that I personally see as an immediate focus
and is why I encourage existing members to stay with
the society and new blood to join.
https://www.rnsubmusfriends.org.uk/

Editor: In our last months DS Newsletter TJ241 Page
17-18 we printed an open letter article by Alan
Hoskins the President, SA Barrow-in-Furness Branch
as a SA decision making plea. However, with the
release of RASM’s letter this is now abundantly clear
this is not solely a SA matter, but can affect all
Submariners. We have long been supporters of the
RNBT (Submarines) and we do have SA Members,
Independent Submariners, members of WRS and of
course Friends of SM Museum and all are covered by
Para 8a.
Friends of the Submarine Museum
With the demise of HMS Dolphin, the original alma
mater of HM Submarine Service in 1998, the Royal
Navy Submarine Museum established at Haslar Jetty
in the 1980s, has become the natural link with
submarine history, stretching back to the beginning of
the last century. Featuring
the first RN submarine
Holland 1 and HMS Alliance
of WWII vintage, the Museum
provides a comprehensive
record of the life and times of
the Submarine Branch of the
RN. Well established as a
major visitor attraction, the
Museum also boasts a significant research facility,
with some 50,000 documents, 120,000 photographs,
300 works of art and 800 medals and the collection
continues to grow. The Cost of preserving this
important part of our heritage for the future always
exceeds the available budget and this is where the
Friends make such a vital contribution.

Five European Navies Rally around Cold War
Era Channel Committee
Defence News, 09 November 2019
Navy leaders from Belgium, France, Germany, the
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom signed a pact
8 Nlast Thursday pledging to renew the dormant
‘Channel Committee’ (or CHANCOM) that was
created to protect the sea lanes and approaches to
the English Channel and North Sea during the Cold
War. The navies involved pledged to increase
personnel exchanges and joint training, and have
agreed to ‘harmonise’ professional qualifications,
and procurement and acquisition plans for naval
capabilities. Sources suggest that the emphasis for
renewing the commitment was both the spectre of
increased Russian naval activity in the region, as
well as a desire to maintain and enhance military
ties with the UK amid Britain's long-awaited
departure from the EU.

Founded with charitable status in 1995 (Registered
Charity No. 1046251), The Society of Friends has
attracted over 700 members and the support of the
Hampshire County Council. With a sound financial
base, the Society has an ongoing programme to
finance the conservation of photographs and other
archive material, enhancing display galleries, staff

EBC Armed Services Affiliation
Erewash Borough Council has accepted an invitation
to be affiliated with 814 Naval Air Squadron (NAS) as
part of its continued commitment to support the armed
forces community. Based at the RN Air Station at
Culdrose in Cornwall, 814 NAS is the font line antisubmarine squadron operating Merlin helicopters
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SAIL WELFARE NEWS 3rd Quarter 2019 BENEFITS UPDATE
Sail kindly supplies us with their Benefit updates. SAIL who focus mainly on fishermen and merchant seafarers,
but they are able to help serving & former RN & RM personnel via referrals from the White
Ensign Association (WEA). (http://www.whiteensign.co.uk). The seafarer’s advice and
information line (formerly known as Seafarers Benefits Advice Line) is a UK based advice
service operated by Greenwich Citizens Advice Bureaux Ltd (GCAB) on behalf of Seamen’s
Hospital Society. They provide free independent impartial and confidential advice by telephone,
email post or fax. SAIL updates on their Facebook page:
AREA
Benefits

SUBJECT
Universal Credit
UC

Consumer

Holiday Problems

Consumer

Loyalty Penalty

Consumer

TV Licences

Debt

Breathing space

Debt

Overdraft reforms

Finance

PPI

WHAT’S HAPPENING
UC problems are very common among former seafarers contacting
SAIL. Some positive changes have been made, but problems remain.
There’s been lots of negative headlines - UC scams, misleading UC
adverts, and a 20% reduction in DWP staff
Citizens Advice reported almost 1 million people looking for help with
lost luggage or delayed flights. SAIL can help if you think you should
be compensated. Holiday scams are on the increase too.
To help avoid the loyalty penalty, OFCOM announced all broadband,
pay-TV, mobile and landline customers must be notified when their
contract is about to end. They must be given their provider’s best
alternative price. This will come in to force from February 2020.
The BBC announced that free TV licences will end for over 75s from
June 2020. Those claiming Pension Credit (PC) are exempt. SAIL
hopes this will encourage people to claim PC, as it’s one of the most
underclaimed benefits. Contact SAIL for advice.
The Treasury announced problem debtors will get a 60 day breathing
space with interest and charges frozen. This is only to be implemented
in 2021 though.
The Financial Conduct Authority announced reforms to make the cost
of overdrafts fairer and simpler to understand, with one APR rate to be
advertised. Over 26 million people in the UK used an overdraft in 2018.
The deadline for claiming PPI compensation is 29th August. The
annoying adverts should finish then.

For further advice please contact the relevant benefits centre as these benefits are handled by a mixture
of local authorities, JobCentrePlus, HMRC and Dept Work & Pensions, NOT SAIL

PROPOSED 2020 DERBYSHIRE SUBMARINERS SOCIAL LUNCH CLUB PROGRAMME
2019

DAY/DATE

VENUE

January

Wed 29

Sir John Warren, Ilkeston

February

Wed 26

Kings Corner PH Oakwood

March

Wed 25

The Blue Jay, Alvaston

April

Wed 24 7pm

The Park Carvery, Chaddesden

May

Wed 27

The Paddock, Meteor X Derby

June

Wed 24

Newdigate Arms, West Hallam

July

Wed 29

The New Inn, Little Eaton

August

Wed 26

TBA

September

Wed 30

Oak & Acorn, Oakwood

October

Welcome to 2019

Freedom of City Celebration PM

AFD Celebration
Discussion School Hols & Low No’s

Trafalgar Dinner

TBC Trafalgar Dinner

November

Wed 25

Bartlewood Lodge, Ockbrook

December

Wed 09

To Be Decided by Members
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Let the Sec know your ideas Please?

THE GIFT OF FRIENDSHIP

I have a list of folks I know all written in a book,
And every year at Christmas time I go and take a look,
And that is when I realise that those names are a part
Not just of the book they’re in, but also in my heart.
For each name stands for someone who has crossed my path some time,
And in that meeting, they’ve become a ‘rhythm and rhyme’.
And, while it sounds fantastic for me to make this claim
I really feel I am composed of each and every name.
And while you may not be aware of any special link,
Just meeting you has shaped my life much more than you can think,
For once you’ve met somebody, the years cannot erase,
The memory of pleasant work or of a friendly face.
So never think that Christmas cards are just a mere routine
Of names upon a Christmas list forgotten in between.
For when I sent a Christmas card that is addressed to you
It’s because you’re on that list of folk that I’m indebted to.
For you are part of the many folks that I have ever met,
And you happen to be one of those I prefer not to forget,
And whether I have known you for many years or few,
In some way you have had a part in shaping things I do.
And every year when Christmas comes, I realise anew,
The biggest gift that life can give, is meeting folks like you.
So may the spirit of Christmas that forevermore endures
Leave its richest blessing in the hearts of you and yours
Margaret Pocock
The Sweeper 2009 Algerines Assn RN
FRIENDS OF SUBMARINE MUSEUM CHRISTMAS CARDS
Derbyshire Submariners & Associates Only

Pack of 10 in stock from Terry Hall per Pgs 23/24 DS Nov Newsletter
5 Designs per Pack £5 each plus P&P of £1 if required

STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS
ALLEGATIONS AGAINST HRH PROMPTS ROYAL NAVY SAILORS NOW INVESTIGATED

Following the controversial allegations made against HRH Prince Andrew, 43 Law firms across nine USA
States have commenced Law Suits regarding historical sexual misconduct cases against Royal Navy
ratings over the past 70 years.
The Law Firms are keen to contact and locate the following former Royal Navy Ratings:
15 Smudge Smiths, 8 Bungy Williams, 7 Slinger Woods, 3 Ali Barbers, 6 Albert Halls, and 3 Mini
Coopers. Also, of particular interest is Lofty from HMS Massive and the oldest case is ‘Fukky’ off the
Hood from 1946! In a counter claim ex Able Seaman Dinger Bell alleges that in 1971 when he was a 16year-old Seaman in Miami he was sexually abused by Trixy Kowalski who was 45 at the time and living
in Paradise Trailer Park.
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PROVISIONAL
DERBYSHIRE SUBMARINERS DIARY
FOR

2020

03 Jul
04 Jul
04 Jul
05 Jul

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
78th Anny W5795 Bomber Memorial Stanley Village
Buxton Military Tattoo, Devonshire Dome 2-7pm
Crich Stand Memorial Svc & Parade

29 Jul

Luncheon Club The New Inn, Little Eaton

03 Jan

DS Meeting. No Formal January Meeting Held
Members welcome to attend an informal pint & chat

11 Jan

HMS Truculent Memorial Svc, Chatham 10:30am

20 Jan

D&DExSvc AGM Council House, Derby

31/7-3/7

Dieso Boats Reunion. Plymouth

DS Luncheon Club Sir John Warren, Ilkeston

07 Aug
07 Aug
14 Aug
26 Aug

DS Meeting. No DS Meeting in August
Coffee Morning TS Kenya 10-12 Derby Council Hse
VJ Day no events advised at this time
Luncheon Club TBA

03 Sept
04 Sept
04 Sept
11 Sept
12 Sept
16 Sept
25 Sep
26 Sep

Merchant Navy Day. 10:30 for 11am Dy Market Pl
DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Coffee Morning RBL Oakwood 10-12 Dy Council Hse
Coffee Morning WFR 10-12 Derby Council Hse
80th Anniversary Battle of Britain Derby Cathedral
D&D Ex Svc Meeting Council House 10:30am
Coffee Morning RNA 10-12 Derby Council Hse
Luncheon Club The Oak & Acorn Oakwood
RAFA Band Concert Trent College LE TBC

02 Oct

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00

23 Oct
23 Oct
25 Oct

RNC Trafalgar Parade 11:40 Cathedral Green
DS Trafalgar Night Dinner TBA
Retard Clocks 1 Hr at 02:00am

29 Jan

07 Feb

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00

21 Feb
26 Feb

Notts Vets Assn 10:30 NCC W.Bridgeford
DS Luncheon Club Kings Corner Oakwood

06 Mar

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00

09 Mar

Commonwealth Day Flag Raising PHilton Gdn
Ton Class Spring Meeting, Portsmouth
Coffee Morning RMA 10-12 Derby Council Hse
SA AGM/Reunion Holiday Inn, Leic Before 14/2
Luncheon Club The Blue Jay, Alvaston
Advance Clocks 1 Hr at 02:00am

13-16 Mar

13 Mar
27-29 Mar

25 Mar
29 Mar

TBC
06 Apr
TBA Apr
10-13 Apr
23 Apr
26 Apr
27 Apr
TBC
TBC

01 May
08 May
27 May

05 Jun
22 Jun
24 Jun
26 Jun
26 Jun

18 Sept

DS AGM Wednesday Jubilee Club 19:00hrs
Badajoz Day, (Hoisting Red Tunic) Derby 1045
3rd Dieso Leic Reunion Wetherspoons&Club
Good Friday BH & Easter Monday
11am Mayor lays St Georges Day Red Rose Wreath
Annual St George’s Day Scouts Parade & Cathedl
D&D Ex Svc Meeting Council House 10:30am
Luncheon Club FoC The Park, Toby Carvery 7pm
Freedom of City evening Meal
LCpl Parker VC RMLI Parade & Lunch Stapleford

27 Jun
27 Jun

Armed Forces Day, TBA

25 Nov

DS Meeting Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Submariners Embankment Parade, London
Chaddesden Children’s Svc, Chadd Park 09:30am
Remembrance Sunday Svc’s Various Locations
DS Armistice Day 11/11 Submariners Services
10am Meet Main Entrance to convoy to 1st Grave
ERA John Brooks C16 & Sig Charles Buttle C25
Armistice Day – Nottm Road Soldiers Corner
11 am Derby & District Service
DS Armistice Day Coffee Morning Jubilee Club
O/C Soldiers Corner Service approx 11:20hrs
Lunch Club Bartlewood Lodge, Ockbrook

04 Dec
05 Dec
09 Dec

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Army Cadet Band Xmas Concert, Trent Collage TBC
Christmas Lunch Weds Noon Ventue TBC

11 Nov

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
VE Day Derby Victory Day Parade Market Place
Luncheon Club The Paddock in Derby

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Armed Forces Day Flag Raising Derby TBC
Luncheon Club Newdigate Arm, West Hallam
Coffee Morning D&D 10-12 The Spot Derby
D&D AFD Week Lunch The Masonic Hall Littlover
Saturday Armed Forces Day AFD Derby Market Pl
AFD Event Derby Market Pl 10-4:30pm

TBC
TBC
04 Nov
08 Nov
11 Nov

11 Nov

TBC
To be Confirmed TBA to be Advised
Dates will be confirmed as more events are advised
hopefully at the D&D AGM in January 2020. Let the
Secretary know of any errors or omission’s please?
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01 Dec
02 Dec
11 Dec
21 Dec
14 Dec
21 Dec

DS Meeting. Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00
Suez Vets Xmas Lunch The Spot Derby Cancelled
DS Christmas Lunch Weds Noon The Park, Chadd
Last Payment date for 2020 SA Subs to DS Sec to
allow arrangements before 31/12/19.
Army Cadet Band Xmas Concert, Trent College TBC
Last Payment date for 2020 Derbyshire Submariners
£15 Subs for 2020 any problems please contact Terry
Hall Secretary/Treasurer to advise if you have
problems in meeting this payment and date.
Derby Veterans Breakfast Club 2019
The Argosy, Manor Road, Derby DE22 3HZ
11am – 12:30pm
07 Dec
As Advertised by Derby & Dist Ex Svc Assn.
Regular Breakfast Inc Drink cost less £5
Discount on your Armed Forces Discount Card Applies

Trafalgar Dinner 2020.
With our losses our
attendance has gone from a regular 40 with a waiting
list over ten years, but the last three years have been
40, 30, and 20 this year. I was hoping for an answer
for the Nov Meeting but the lack of proxy votes did not
give a good balance result as the votes not cast ARE
people who have attended the last couple of years.
We have put an offer to Burton on Trent Submariners
to join us and this is being considered. See Page 13
Postscript for comments on this year and the
question of what to do for 2020. The bottom line is to
secure a Friday or Saturday booking in October we
need to book NOW, whatever the venue chosen by
members is. My own feelings are with 2020 being the
40th Anniversary of our Group of Derbyshire
Submariners and this being our Prime Social Event
on our Calendar that the event does take place either
on Weds 21 the actual date or Friday 23/Sat 24 as
voted by you the members with a majority vote on
venue. The only thing cost wise as Treasurer I can
pledge and confirm is that the £22.50 for Members
and £27.50 will be frozen for the forth year running
and subsidised from reserve funds. This is based on
the Hallmark Edale Room quote for 2020, as other
venues investigated are generally more expensive
and insist on a one choice menu with a (v) option
whereas our Hallmark gives for example Beef,
Chicken or Salmon and (v) thou’ not many takers for
the (v) option. OVER TO DS MEMBERS to make
your choice and advise the Sec/Treasurer.
DS CHAIRMAN’S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
I Would like to wish all a Merry Christmas & a
Prosperous New Year. It’s been another good year
for Derbyshire Submariners,
although we have lost a few
members this year, and, my
thoughts go out to all their loved
ones. Also, my thoughts go out to
all suffering ill health wishing all a
speedy recovery. Thank you all
who have supported all of the
events this year, let’s all get
behind Terry & support him in his hard work that he
carries out for us all & let’s have a great 2020. Your
DS Chair, Colin Watson

SECRETARYS FINAL REPORT OF THE 2019
This newsletter is always issued to DS Members by
the time of the Lunch Club (Last Weds of each
Month) thus after that we have the Xmas Lunch on
Weds 11 Dec and it is hoped before attentions turn
to Black Friday Shopping or any other Christmas that
members will send in their annual DS and if
applicable SA payments to allow payments to SA to
be made before 21/12 (for the 31/12) as required. I
am sorry this is at this time of year, but we are
governed by the SA requirement which thwarted our
plans to have April Annually payments to DS as
members did not want two payment dates!

It only remains for me to wish
All Derbyshire Submariners
and
Readers of our Newsletter
a Very Happy Christmas and we
wish you all the best for the
New Year 2020

Members Contact? It has become evident some
members do not, for whatever reason have regular
access to DS emails or respond. It is a delicate
balance as Sec what to forward out, and a lot of emails
are saved by general information in each Months NL!
I do vet the many obituaries per the DS Directive, but
look up which boats members served on in case it is
someone they may have known. The SA side is more
difficult for me to vet, for this reason, at least one page
of the DS Newsletter is dedicated to SA matters for
those with dual membership of DS and SA.

NEWSLETTERS ONLINE
Current & One-year Back Issues on Derbyshire
Submariners Web Page

http://www.godfreydykes.info/derbyshire_submarine
rs_page.html
Views & comments of this newsletter do not
always reflect the official policy, or the
decisions of the Derbyshire Submariners
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